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Abstract
The deterioration of concrete over time is the result of various mechanical,
physical, chemical and biological processes, with the corrosion of reinforcement being the most serious problem of durability of reinforced concrete
structures. Over the last 50 years, a tremendous effort has been spent by the
international scientific community with laboratory research and experimental
field studies in order to increase the resistance of concrete over corrosion.
This paper presents an experimental study of the corrosion behaviour of
reinforced concrete beams with simultaneous sustained flexural loading. For
this purpose, 40 reinforced concrete beams of 5 different compositions were
constructed and exposed in simulated harmful environmental conditions in 3
different stress ratios for a total period of 42 months. Their behavior against
corrosion was determined via regular measurements of the electrical resistance of concrete (according to ASTM G57) and the corrosion potential of
the steel-reinforced bars with the use of copper sulphate (CSE) as reference
electrode (according to ASTM C876). A theoretical calculation of the corrosion rate was conducted based on the electrochemical measurements of the
beams. The results indicate that the corrosion potential of steel decreased in
time and more rapidly after the initiation of the corrosion process; the electrical resistance firstly increased, remained stable for a short period and then
decreased with the corrosion development, as expected. An inversely proportional relationship of the water/cement ratio of a composition with its corrosion behaviour as well as an analogous relationship between the cement content of a composition and its corrosion behaviour was observed. Also, the
corrosion rate of steel is increased gradually with increasing load.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, there have been intense problems of unsatisfactory results in
structural durability, with corrosion of reinforcement being the most important
problem in reinforced concrete structures. The chloride-induced steel corrosion
in reinforced concrete structures (RCS) in marine environments, is of major
concern [1] [2]. In general, the high alkalinity of concrete pore solutions leads to
a protective passive ﬁlm on the steel surface which delays the time of corrosion
initiation [3] [4]. However, when the content of chloride ions at the steel-concrete
interface reaches the chloride threshold level, steel starts to corrode and corrosion products are generated gradually on the steel surface, ultimately leading to
premature cracking and spalling of RCSs. To date, many studies have been performed to investigate the corrosion behavior of steel in simulated concrete pore
solutions and RCSs in aggressive environments [5] [6] However, little attention
has been given to the inﬂuence of external loading on the corrosion behavior of
steels in concrete. The most vulnerable area of a marine structure is that of the
splash or the tidal zone, which are subject to alternating wetting and drying
cycles and are considered in this study (exposure categories XS as per EN 206).
In effect, it is a well-known fact that RCSs are usually subjected to various types
of external loads (compression, tension and ﬂexure, etc.) during the long-term
service life [7] [8]. Amongst them, the ﬂexural load is the most common and
important load type. Generally, the ﬂexural load affects the three typical processes
in the service life of RCSs in marine environments: the passivation stage of steel,
the corrosion initiation stage and the corrosion propagation stage. Feng et al.
reported that the passivation ability of steels decreased as the tensile stress increased in simulated concrete pore solutions [9] [10]. Under higher stress, irreversible damages occurred in the passive film. However, if the load magnitude
was low enough, the micro-cracks in passive film can be completely recovered
after unloading. Despite this interest, few researchers as far as we know, have
studied the corrosion resistance of steels exposed to different exposure zones
under simultaneous flexural load and chlorides attack [11] [12] [13]. Accordingly, the main purpose of this study is to estimate the effect of the permanent
loading and the composition (grading, additives, admixtures) of a concrete structure on its durability against harmful environmental conditions.

2. Experimental
2.1. Specimens Description
A total of 40 RC composite beams were manufactured with dimensions of 150
DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003
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cm in length, 15 cm in width and 25 cm in depth. The samples were produced in
a ready-mix concrete plant to simulate as best as possible the actual concrete
casting conditions. The formwork was fabricated locally using plywood flats.
The internal dimensions of the mould are exactly equal to the specimen dimensions. The internal surface of the formwork was properly oiled for easy removal
of the specimen from the formwork. The detailed characteristics and reinforcement configuration of the examined beams are shown in Figure 1. The thickness
of concrete cover at both tension and compression sides was 20 mm. As shown
in Figure 1, four deformed steel bars with diameter of 12 mm were used as the
longitudinal reinforcement. The stirrup was made of an 8 mm round rebar and
arranged in the shear span zone at a spacing of 150 mm (Φ8/150). The test
beams had a concrete cover depth of 20 mm [14].
Casting of 40 beam specimens was carried out in 5 batches. Concrete cube
specimens were also cast from each batch of concrete mix to determine the corresponding compressive strength. The moulds were oiled and the steel reinforcement cages (prepared beforehand) were placed securely in their respective
positions in the moulds. 20 mm precast blocks were used to maintain a clear
cover. The moulds were filled with concrete in two layers. After the placement of
each layer, the concrete was vibrated to ensure proper consolidation. The specimens were demoulded after 24 hours of casting and then covered with wet gunny bags. For the first two weeks after casting the beams were cured using wet
gunny bags by applying water frequently. After 28 days from casting the beams
and the control specimens were stored to dry in the atmosphere until testing
[15].

2.2. Test Setup
Five groups comprised of eight beam specimens were arranged and each pair of
them was subjected to a different exposure condition for a period of 42 months.
In order to simulate natural corrosion, the specimens were subjected to tactical
surface spray with a NaCl solution, plus a control group was used as reference
and was only exposed to natural environmental conditions. The experiment was
carried out in the area of Athens, Metamorphosi where the average annual temperature is 16.4˚C and the relative humidity ranged from 45% to 83% during the
course of a year.
The chloride corrosion tests of the RC beams were conducted under sustained
flexural loading. Loading was symmetrically applied to a pair of beams using the

Figure 1. Geometrical characteristics and reinforcement configuration of the examined
beams (side view, cross-section view).
DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003
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loading set up shown in Figure 2. As shown, the desired loads have been
achieved with the use of reinforced concrete blocks (850 kg/unit) which were
mounted in the middle of the beams. The parameters for the corrosion tests included concrete mix designs, corrosion level, and loading level. The sustained
load was calculated as 0%, 7% and 20% of the yielding point of non-corroded RC
beams. The yielding loads obtained were 0 KN × m (unloaded), 2 KN × m, 6 KN
× m, respectively.

2.3. Materials and Properties
The tested concrete compositions were selected in accordance with the limitations set by the latest concrete technology regulations, for near sea structures,
which are: conventional concrete quality C30/37 (CC1 reference composition),
CC with additional corrosion inhibitor 4% w/w of cement (CC2), CC with surface sprayed sealant (CC3), self-compacting concrete (SCC) and fine aggregate
concrete with absence of coarse aggregate, dmax < 16 mm (FAC).
The concrete mix designs were prepared in a ready-made concrete plant. The
mixture proportions ratio for the reference concrete (CC) was as follows: cement: water: sand: fine aggregate: coarse aggregate = 1:0.50:3:3:2.8 by weight. For
the SCC was cement: water: sand: fine aggregate: coarse aggregate = 1:0.40:2.1:2.1:1.1
by weight. For the fine aggregate concrete (FAC) was cement: water: sand: fine
aggregate: coarse aggregate = 1:0.48:2.5:3.2:1.2 by weight.
The mixture proportions of concrete specimens that were used are given in
Table 1. Sand with fineness modulus of 2.40 and fine gravel (4 - 8 mm) were
used as fine aggregates. Gravel (8-above 16 mm) was used as coarse aggregate,
respectively. As mentioned, four (4) deformed low-carbon reinforcing steel bars
with a diameter of 12 mm were embedded in the 4 corners of the specimens’
cross-section. The steel bars were used in as-received condition without any
modiﬁcation of the surface and the chemical composition (wt%) of steel was
0.21C, 0.39Cu, 38Ceq, 0.022P, 0.028S.
The concrete mix designs that were examined can be divided into two groups
based on their compositions. The first group consists of the first 3 concrete
compositions (CC1, CC2, CC3) that are based on the C30/37 mix design and the
second group (FAC, SCC) consists of the compositions with finer mix arrangements (absence of coarse aggregate, Dmax < 16 mm), as well as lower w/c and
higher cement content (kg/m3).
Table 1. Mixture proportions of concrete specimens.

DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003

Designation

w/c
ratio

Water
(kg/m3)

Cement
(kg/m3)

Fine aggregate
(kg/m3)

Coarse aggregate
(kg/m3)

CC1

0.5

165

330

975

930

CC2

0.5

165

330

975

930

CC3

0.5

165

330

975

930

FAC

0.48

190

400

1260

495

SCC

0.4

200

500

1050

570
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Figure 2. Beams and loading setup.

2.4. Corrosion Test under Sustained Loading
The chloride corrosion tests of the tested beams were conducted under simultaneous sustained flexural loading. The parameters for the corrosion tests included
corrosion ratio and sustained loading level.
The specimens were tested regularly with electrochemical measurements for a
total duration of 42 months. The tests included two steps: reference specimens
and accelerated corrosion specimens. The reference specimens were carried out
by exposing the beams to the environmental conditions. As expected, and shown
from the test results, for the total period of 42 months corrosion did not initiate
in any of the reference beams. To the rest of the beams, a wet/dry cycle of chloride solution was applied by surface spray. Electrochemical methods for corrosion assessment were conducted to measure the electrical properties of the electrically conductive bilayer (steel-solution interface) for the investigation of the
corrosion mechanism and its monitoring and control. Half-cell potential tests
were conducted following the ASTM C-867 guidelines, to determine the likelihood of active corrosion. A copper sulphate electrode (CSE) was used to assess
the corrosion state of the reinforcement. Half-cell potential was measured at the
end of each dry and wet stage [16]. Also, equipment that operates on the principle of the Wenner probe (Resimeter), was used to measure the surface electrical resistivity of the concrete. Surface resistivity measurement provides useful information about the state of a concrete structure. It has been proven to be linked
to the likelihood of corrosion and the corresponding corrosion rate; recent studies have shown that there is a direct correlation between resistivity and chloride
diffusion rate [17]. The values extracted from the tests were used in Equation (1)
to get the R-value (Resistivity). Then, with the use of Ohm’s Law, using the Voltage (V) and resistivity (R) values, the density of the corrosion current I(A) is
extracted in each case.
R ( Ω=
)

 l2 
× ln  
2πl
 td 

ρ

(1)

The relationship between corrosion current density and the weight of metal
lost due to corrosion, is determined using Faraday’s Law, as follows:
AIt
∆m =
ZF
DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003
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where,
∆m = metal weight lost due to corrosion;
A = atomic weight of iron (i.e. 56 gr);

I = corrosion current (in amp);
t = time elapsed (in sec);
Z = valency of the reacting iron electrode (i.e. 2);
F = Faraday’s constant (i.e. 96.500 amp × sec).
The metal weight loss due to corrosion can also be expressed as:

∆m = δγ ⋅ αδγ

(3)

where,

a = reinforcing bar surface area before corrosion (cm2);
δ = material loss (cm);
γ = density of material (g/cm3).
The corrosion current can be expressed as:
(4)

I = i⋅a

where,

i = corrosion current density (amp/cm2).
Substituting from Equations (3) and (4) into (2) produces:

δ ( AIt γ It )

(5)

The above Equation (5) can be substituted considering steel reinforcement in
concrete, the density of iron γ = 7.86 g/cm3 and the values for A, Z, and F (as
calculated from the above equations).
If R is defined as the material loss per year (cm/year), its value can be determined from Equation (6) by substituting:
t = 1 year (in appropriate units) to give:

R = 1156i ( cm year )

(6)

As an example, for a corrosion current density i of 1 mA/cm2, the corrosion
rate R equals 1.156 cm/year [from Equation (6)].
If in a reinforced concrete structure, the period of corrosion after initiation is

T years, then the metal loss after T years equals to RT (cm). Therefore, the percent reduction in the reinforcing bar diameter in T years, can be calculated as
follows:

% reduction in bar=
diameter

( 2 RT

DR ) × 100

(7)

The expression 2RT/D percent, which represents reduction in reinforcing bar
diameter due to corrosion over T years, is also defined as the degree of reinforcement corrosion under study. Substituting for R from Equation (6) into (7)
produces:

% reduction in bar diameter = ( 2312iT ) D

(8)

In our study case, the total exposure time is 3.5 years. However, the interval
set as T in Formula (8) is 2 (years) since, as shown by electrochemical measureDOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003
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ments, the initiation of corrosion occurred approximately 1.5 years after the beginning of the experiment. Taking this into consideration, as also observed in
the calculations presented in this study’s results, the period under consideration
for study of the beams’ calculated mass loss is from the 18th month until the
24th month (last test).

3. Experimental Results and Discussion
The concrete mix designs that were examined can be divided into two groups
based on their compositions. The code names of the specimens were given as
follows. The first group consists of the first 3 concrete compositions (CC1, CC2,
CC3) that are based on the C30/37 mix design and the second group (FAC, SCC)
consists of the compositions with finer mix arrangements (absence of coarse aggregate, Dmax < 16 mm), as well as lower W/C and higher cement content
(kg/m3). Regarding the loading ratio: 1) is for non-corroded beams (reference
specimens), 2) is for (unloaded) artificial climate exposed specimens and 3) for
artificial climate exposed specimens with a load that reaches 20% of the beam’s
yielding point.

3.1. Half-Cell Potential Measurements
Half-cell potential measurements are the most widely used method of detection
of corrosion of steel reinforcement in concrete. The measurement of the corrosion potential of the steel using a reference electrode provides information on
the corrosion rate (probability) embedder in cementitious materials. The Half-cell
potential (Ecorr) is a thermodynamical dimension and shows only the tendency
of steel rebar for corrosion but does not give information for the corrosion rate
of reinforcement. Corrosion rate of reinforcements is affected by several factors,
which can be the diffusion of oxygen, the concrete’s porosity and the presence of
highly resistive layer. Half-cell potential tests were conducted following the
ASTM C-867 guidelines, to determine the likelihood of active corrosion with the
use of a high-impedance voltammeter, between the tested beams and copper
sulphate (CSE) as a reference electrode. Table 2 shows the corrosion condition
for the steel’s corrosion potential according to ASTM C-867 criteria with a CSE
as a reference electrode.
Figure 3 presents the average period in months before limit potential value
was observed in each case according to Table 2 (−200, −350 mV). Half-cell
Table 2. Corrosion potential and corrosion condition with copper sulphate (CSE) as a
reference electrode.

DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003

Copper/Copper sulphate

Corrosion condition

>−200 mV

Low (10% risk of corrosion)

−200 to −350 mV

Intermediate corrosion risk

<−350 mV

High (>90% risk of corrosion)

<−500 mV

Severe corrosion
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Period before corrosion initiation according to ASTM C-867: (a) each loading
case for CC1; (b) compositions comparison.

potential was measured at the time that specimens were exposed to the corrosive
environment (“zero” time) for a total period of 42 months.
According to ASTM C876-09, when the measured corrosion potential is lower
than 350 mV vs CSE, a greater than 90% possibility of reinforcement corrosion
occurs and when the measured corrosion potential is −200 mV, an intermediate
chance of corrosion occurs.
As shown above, corrosion initiation (potential values below −200 mV) took
15 to 18 months for sustained loading beams and 21 months for unloaded beams
showing that sustained loading had an impact in corrosion initiation. Also, limit
corrosion values (potential < −350 mV) took 23 to 25 months for C30/37 based
mix designs (CC1, CC2, CC3) and 27 to 29 months for the finer mix designs
(FAC, SCC) showing that lower w/c ratio as well as more cement content
(kg/m3) in a composition improves its anticorrosion behavior [18] [19]. Figure 4
below shows the monitored corrosion potential of the tested RC beams for a total period of 42 months. It can be seen that the potentials of all test groups for
the first 18 measurements are between −140 mV and −440 mV. The potential of
the unloaded test group ranged between −100 mV and −350 mV, from the 1st
load ratio ranged between −140 mV and −440 mV and from the 2nd load ratio
ranged between −180 mV and −430 mV.
The specimens in which corrosion inhibitor has been added as an additive
(CC2) exhibit more positive values than the other beams in the same group
(CC1, CC3). It is observed that the corrosion inhibitor that was used as an additive is activated after a short period of time. A reason for that is likely to be that
the additive corrosion inhibitor molecules are in a crystalline structure; thus, released after six months. On the other hand, the specimens with organic coating
on their surface exhibit more electropositive values but not as high as the specimens with the additive corrosion inhibitor [20]. Also, as expected, the reference
specimens (not exposed to NaCl solution) appear to exhibit more electropositive
values than the other groups showing that corrosion may not have happened at
the steel bars. Respectively the mixtures with finest aggregates (FAC, SCC) had
shown the most electropositive values, showing again that lower w/c ratio, as
well as more cement (kg/m3) in a concrete composition, improve its anticorrosion
DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Half Cell potential of tested beams versus time (a) unloaded beams: (b) loaded
beams.

behaviour more than when corrosion inhibitors or surface sealants are used.
Moreover, sustained loading accelerated the corrosion initiation. The tensile
stress applied to reinforcement may weaken the passivated film, resulting in early failure of this protective film under chloride attack [21]. A similar phenomenon was reported by Berrocal et al., where corrosion initiation was faster in sustained load beams. Sustained loading levels may affect the corrosion potential of
beams. As shown in Figure 4, the corrosion potential reached 300 mV for beam
CCA-1 (no load) to 380 mV for beam CCA-3 (2nd load ratio) with increasing
sustained loading and this phenomenon was observed in almost all mix design
cases and it was consistent with the results reported by Berrocal et al., where the
corrosion potential of non-loaded beams was lower than that of sustained load
beams.

3.2. Corrosion Electrical Resistance
Corrosion electrical resistance can serve as a macro-parameter to represent the
effect of corrosion products and cracks on corrosion development. Equipment
that operates on the principle of the Wenner probe (Resimeter), was used to
measure the surface electrical resistivity of the concrete. Figure 5 shows the
electrical resistance throughout the corrosion process for selected beams: the initial electrical resistance was similar for all tested beams and only the beams under no sustained loads had larger electrical resistance values.
As observed, the electrical resistance increased with corrosion age for the first
period of 8 - 10 months, especially for SCC specimens. Then, it decreased with
corrosion development, for all concrete specimens. As shown in Figure 5 the
specimens reached their top resistance values almost simultaneously after 8 - 10
months of testing. Values at this period ranged between 400 Ω and 500 Ω. Although then a decrease was observed, mainly as a result of corrosion initiation
and electrical resistance, values ranged between 140 Ω and 440 Ω. This behaviour
was consistent with the results reported by Berrocal et al. which showed that
electrical resistance increased before corrosion cracking and then decreased with
corrosion development, for reinforced concrete specimens [22] [23].
DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Corrosion electrical resistance with corrosion age for selected beams: (a) for
tested compositions; (b) for tested loading levels.

3.3. Determination of the Corrosion Ratio
The actual average corrosion rate can be determined via the method expressed in
Equation (8) where: % reduction in bar diameter = (2312iT)/D. That represents
reduction in reinforcing bar diameter due to corrosion over T years where, i =
corrosion current density (amp/cm2) and D is the reinforcing bar diameter. In
our study case, the total exposure time is 3.5 years. However, the interval set as T
in Formula (8) is 2 years since, as shown by electrochemical measurements, the
initiation of corrosion occurred approximately 1.5 years after the tests began.
That considered, as demonstrated by the results, the period considered for calculating the mass loss is from the 18th until the 42nd month (last test). The calculated average corrosion rates for each case are summarized in Table 3.
In order to make some comparable conclusions for the corrosion condition
for every group of specimens, the measurements of the mass loss (gr) are presented graphically versus time. Figure 6 is presented the calculated electrochemical mass loss of the steel rebar of specimens versus time for each loading
case. Generally, from Figure 6 as expected, the electrochemical mass loss increases with time for all groups. The electrochemical mass loss of the specimens
with corrosion inhibitors (CC2, CC3) is smaller but at the same level with the
mass loss of the reference specimens without protection (CC1) [24] [25]. That
shows that the protection that was used with corrosion inhibitor or with surface
sealant was not as effective as expected. From Figure 6, it is evident that SCC
had the smaller mass loss by far, proving that self-compacting concrete is a durable concrete mix design because of the low w/c ratio (0.4) as well as the high
cement content (500 kg/m3).
Among specimens that a corrosion inhibitor was used, specimens containing
4% w/t corrosion inhibitor exhibits smaller mass loss than the specimens
sprayed on their surface. Comparing the two groups in which an organic coating
was used, it is observed that after the final measurement, specimens in which the
organic coating was applied on the external surface exhibit 15% more mass loss
that beams where corrosion inhibitor was used. This difference may be due to
the failure of the applied coating [26] [27]. A failure at the film could result in a
DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Electrochemical mass loss versus time for unloaded, 7% stress ratio and 20%
stress ratio.
Table 3. Corrosion rates (m%/year) of tested beams with different sustained loading
levels.
Designation

Corr. rate
No stress

Corr. rate
Lvl 1 stress

Corr. rate
Lvl 2 stress

CC1

2.76

3.26

3.38

CC2

2.65

3.09

2.97

CC3

2.79

3.16

3.23

FAC

2.11

2.38

2.84

SCC

1.37

1.88

-

total or partial film protection failure as the harmful substances of the environment will penetrate the beams and reach faster the reinforcement bars.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, the corrosion behavior of RC beams with different stress ratios and
DOI: 10.4236/msce.2020.84003
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chlorides attack was investigated, and then the flexural performance after corrosion was tested. The following conclusions can be drawn:
1) An inversely proportional relationship of the water/cement ratio of a composition with its corrosion behavior was observed. Smaller w/c values (0.4 instead of 0.5) lead to better anti-corrosion resistance.
2) An analogous relationship between the cement content of a composition
and its corrosion behavior was observed. In particular increase of cement (100
kg/m3) leads to more electropositive values of corrosion potential and better anticorrosion behavior in general.
3) Corrosion electrical resistance in the accelerated corrosion stage increased
with corrosion time for the first period, especially for SCC specimen and then it
decreased with corrosion development, for all concrete specimens. This behaviour
was consistent with other reported results which showed that electrical resistance increased before corrosion cracking and then decreased with corrosion
development, for reinforced concrete specimens.
4) Corrosion inhibitors either as additives or in sprayed form show increase of
the life expectancy of a structure but not to a great extent. Specifically, the specimens with corrosion inhibitors showed improved anticorrosion behavior
compared to the reference specimen. However, at both loading levels, their corrosion rate values tended to be similar to those of conventional concrete. This is
probably due to the fact that the application of these materials partially failed
with simultaneous load application.
5) The corrosion rate of steel is increased gradually with increasing load. A
small level of sustained load (7%) has little effect on rate of corrosion. Although
a bigger level of sustained load (20%) has a clear effect on rate of corrosion.
6) Mix designs that improve corrosion resistance are not substantially different from the proportions of good quality concrete. Low w/c ratios, as well as increased cement content (kg/m3) in concrete composition leads to better anticorrosion resistance without the need to use other protection methods (inhibitors,
coatings, etc.).
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